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12.4/12.4/12.6 Presentations Questions
12.2 Questions:
1.) How did stories like Coffin impact the antislavery movement?
Coffin's memoirs with his account with the antislavery movement can be impactful towards showing others the harsh treatment slaves recieved and the horid lifestyle.
2.) What can you infer upon the efforts of enslaved African Americans toward the slave system?
I can infer that African Americans united together to help each other out with slavery. They would aid their own kind in order to go against the slave system.
3.) Compare: The treatment of slaves from the 17th century and the 19th century.
Similarities with the treatment of slaves in that is still both harsh in which slaves were treated more as property of the slave owner and used for this labor purposes. By the mid-nineteenth, slavery was hit with more slander regarding human rights.
12.4 Questions:
4.) What were the attitudes behind the enslaved African Americans as they sang this along their journeys?
The attitudes of the enslaved African Americans consisted of hopeful of coming across new land.
5.) What does this source suggest about blacks and how they had viewed their religious?
This source suggests that African Americans had appreciated the fact they were capable of expressing their feelings towards their religion through music.
6.)What kinds of imagery are portrayed throughout these song lyrics?
Imagery in which is suggested in this song consists of the idea the "Michael Row the boat Ashore" deals with trying to find God as well as the promise land across the river.
12.6 Questions:
7.) What were Douglass’s beliefs on slavery, why did he view them this way?
Douglass believed that slavery was bad and was very against it, he felt this way because douglass himself was a former slave.
8.)Prior to this document how were the free men seen and treated, do you think that it was hard to change this circumstance?
Prior to this document hearing, free balcks were seen as unequal and were also treated that way with unfair wages, and unequal rights.
9.) What work did Douglass range from as a reformer and how has it helped shape history?
Douglass’ worked ranged from his abolitionist activities from the early 1840’s, to his attacks on Jim Crow in 1890S

